Biotelemetry informing management: case studies exploring successful integration of biotelemetry data into fisheries and habitat management


Abstract: Biotelemetry data have been successfully incorporated into aspects of fishery and fish habitat management; however, the processes of knowledge mobilization are rarely published in peer-reviewed literature but are valuable and of interest to conservation scientists. Here, we explore case examples from the Ocean Tracking Network (OTN), including Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) in British Columbia, Canada; Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) in Cumberland Sound, Canada; and lemon sharks (Negaprion brevirostris) in Florida, USA, to document key processes for science integration. Typical recommendations documented in the literature (e.g., co-production of knowledge, transdisciplinary methodologies, applied research questions) were recorded to have had successful fisheries management integration, although we documented some exceptions. In each case, it was early, active, and ongoing communication outside of traditional science communication and the visual evidence of fish movement that were critical in engaging all parties with a vested interest. Networks offer forums for knowledge sharing on lessons learned and development of skills to engage in active communication. Greater investments and attention to develop these skills are needed to foster positive and active relationships that can impart real change in management and conservation.

Résumé : Si des données de biotélémétrie ont été intégrées avec succès à différents aspects de la gestion des pêches et des habitats de poissons, les processus de mobilisation des connaissances sont rarement décrits dans des publications évaluées par les pairs, malgré l’utilité et l’intérêt qu’ils présentent pour les scientifiques du domaine de la conservation. Nous examinons des exemples de cas de l’Ocean Tracking Network (OTN), touchant notamment aux saumons du Pacifique (Oncorhynchus spp.) en Colombie-Britannique (Canada); aux flétans noirs (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) dans la baie Cumberland (Canada); et aux requins citrons (Negaprion brevirostris) en Floride (États-Unis), afin d’en documenter les principaux processus d’intégration de données scientifiques. Il est établi que les recommandations typiques présentées dans la documentation (p. ex. coproduction de connaissances, méthodologies transdisciplinaires, questions de recherche appliquée) ont été intégrées avec succès à la gestion des pêches, bien que nous ayons documenté certaines exceptions. Dans chaque cas, la communication précoce, active et soutenue en dehors des canaux de communication scientifique traditionnels et des preuves visuelles de déplacement de poissons ont joué un rôle clé pour mobiliser toutes les parties intéressées. Les réseaux offrent des forums de partage de connaissances sur les leçons tirées et de développement de compétences permettant un engagement actif. Des investissements plus importants dans le développement de ces compétences et une plus grande attention portée à celles-ci sont nécessaires pour promouvoir des relations positives et actives qui peuvent produire de réels changements en gestion et en conservation. [Traduit par la Rédaction]

Introduction

Biotelemetry technology allows researchers to study the links between physiological, environmental, and geographical factors and the movement of wild fish in marine and freshwater realms (Hussey et al. 2015). The ecological information generated by biotelemetry has the potential to change the landscape of fisheries and habitat management relative to traditional fisheries assessment techniques (e.g., mark–recapture). Thus far, data generated using biotelemetry have been successfully incorporated into several aspects of fishery and fish habitat management, including the processes of knowledge mobilization are rarely published in peer-reviewed literature but are valuable and of interest to conservation scientists. Here, we explore case examples from the Ocean Tracking Network (OTN), including Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) in British Columbia, Canada; Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) in Cumberland Sound, Canada; and lemon sharks (Negaprion brevirostris) in Florida, USA, to document key processes for science integration. Typical recommendations documented in the literature (e.g., co-production of knowledge, transdisciplinary methodologies, applied research questions) were recorded to have had successful fisheries management integration, although we documented some exceptions. In each case, it was early, active, and ongoing communication outside of traditional science communication and the visual evidence of fish movement that were critical in engaging all parties with a vested interest. Networks offer forums for knowledge sharing on lessons learned and development of skills to engage in active communication. Greater investments and attention to develop these skills are needed to foster positive and active relationships that can impart real change in management and conservation.
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delineation of aquatic protected areas, definition of discreet management or stock units, estimation of fisheries-induced postrelease mortality rates, and determining how environmental factors influence fish movements and mortality to inform adaptive management strategies (reviewed in Cooke et al. 2006b; Crossin et al. 2017). However, there are also cases where management-relevant biotelemetry data have failed to be incorporated into fisheries management and policy (Young et al. 2013; Nguyen et al. 2019).

There is growing interest in improving the integration of science into decision making and policy development (Eden 2011; Cook et al. 2013; Cvitanovic et al. 2016; Ogburn et al. 2017). Typically, scientists are advised to collaborate and co-design studies with knowledge users, engage stakeholders and the public, improve and increase science communication, and develop relationships with knowledge users to develop trust and improve accessibility to their research (e.g., Fayez et al. 2012; Nguyen et al. 2017; Young et al. 2016). Often, these recommendations are anecdotal and represent an ideal approach that is difficult to fulfill due to the geographic distribution or diversity of stakeholders (number of different stakeholders with different viewpoints and interests), vulnerability of the research species, or political conflicts among the parties involved. Rarely have the steps or events (i.e., process) and contextual factors that led to successful research integration been documented (Krueger et al. 2017). As biotelemetry is still considered a relatively “new” tool in the world of fisheries management, the varying degrees and experiences to which biotelemetry data have been integrated into decision making makes it an interesting model for exploring the processes by which science is integrated into natural resource management (Young et al. 2013; McGowan et al. 2017).

Using case studies that emerged from the Ocean Tracking Network (OTN), we explore the factors and processes that have led to the successful incorporation of biotelemetry data into fisheries management. OTN provides a forum for informal discussions among researchers about lessons learned, as the iterative processes surrounding science integration are rarely published in scientific papers. Understanding and capturing this “process information” is integral to deriving lessons learned for future applications of biotelemetry data as well as other innovative tools. Through OTN’s network of researchers, we gained access to the largely undocumented “behind the scenes” integration process for three case studies that have had varying levels of success in the application of biotelemetry data in fisheries management: (i) lemon sharks (Negaprion brevirostris) off the coast of Florida, USA; (ii) Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) in Cumberland Sound, Nunavut, Canada; (iii) Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) of the Fraser River, British Columbia (BC), Canada. We selected these case studies because of the range of management issues and knowledge mobilization challenges. In this article, we compare communication and partner-stakeholder engagement methods used in these studies that led to the successful and partially successful integration of biotelemetry-derived science into management and how these compare with traditional avenues or barriers of knowledge mobilization. We then discuss the challenges and complexities that were unique to each study, highlight the major process that facilitated the integration of biotelemetry data, and provide recommendations to users of biotelemetry that currently hold or aim to produce management-relevant data.

Case study 1: lemon sharks in Florida

Shark fisheries in the coastal waters of Florida, USA, contribute an estimated US$900 000 to total fisheries landed values for the state (Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission (FWC), Commercial Fisheries Landings Summaries 2015; refer to https://myfwc.com/research/saltwater/fishstats/commercial-fisheries/landings-in-florida/). Commercial fisheries in Florida are managed federally by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) branch of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and statewide by the FWC. The FWC jurisdiction typically covers any fishing conducted within three miles (<4.8 km) of eastern Florida shoreline, while fishing that occurs 3–20 miles (4.8–32.2 km) offshore is managed by the NMFS.

The lemon shark is a large coastal shark found on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean and in the eastern Pacific Ocean that is targeted by both commercial and recreational fisheries (Compagno 1984; Carlson et al. 2012; Shiffman and Hammerslag 2014). The lemon shark is a long-lived, slow-growing species with low reproductive output, making it vulnerable to overfishing; therefore, it is listed as near threatened by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) throughout its range (Brooks et al. 2016; Reyier et al. 2014; Sundström 2015).

In 2001, recreational divers reported the unusual presence of aggregations of large lemon sharks on natural and artificial reefs off the coast between Palm Beach and Jupiter, Florida. Sharks were observed and filmed swimming and resting on the bottom in large groups estimated to comprise 50–100 individuals, which is a rare occurrence for this species. Although juvenile lemon sharks are well-studied, our understanding of the adult life stage has largely been extrapolated from studies of juveniles (Kessel et al. 2014). The aggregation at Jupiter consequently provided scientists a first opportunity to study reliably the adult life stage of lemon sharks. The initial aims of the biotelemetry study were fundamental and included research questions on the maturity of the aggregating sharks, determining if the migration was driven by breeding behaviour and (or) environmental factors, and documenting the seasonal distribution of lemon sharks outside of their winter residence in southeast Florida. Given the inherent difficulties of studying large mobile animals in such a large and dynamic ecosystem, it was necessary to adopt a multidisciplinary approach.

Biotelemetry

Over the course of the study (2005–2011), 140 lemon sharks were caught, tagged with NMFS M-type dart tags (a unique identification number as part of the NMFS Cooperative Shark Tagging Program), and fin-clipped for genetic sampling. Of these, 83 lemon sharks were surgically implanted with acoustic transmitters (V16, Vemco, Nova Scotia, Canada). Throughout the study, hydrophone-equipped receivers (VR2, Vemco) were strategically placed around artificial and natural reef sites stretching ~7 km to passively monitor tagged individuals (Kessel et al. 2014). The receivers formed part of a larger collaborative network in Florida called the Florida Atlantic Coast Telemetry (FACT) and were also included within the OTN (Fig. 1; Kessel et al. 2014).

Results from the biotelemetry data showed a distinct residency period of lemon sharks in southeast Florida from December to April with few individuals detected in the area throughout other months. In addition, through the increased use of passive acoustic biotelemetry along the USA eastern seaboard and collaborative nature of network groups like FACT, Atlantic Cooperative Telemetry, and OTN, it was also possible to track the movements of lemon sharks outside of the core study area, from as far south as the Dry Tortugas, Florida (minimum distance ~490 km), to Cape Hatteras, North Carolina (minimum distance ~1010 km) in the north. These region-wide data showed that adult lemon sharks primarily migrate from the north during the fall months, likely driven by seasonal changes in water temperature, and congregate off the coast of southeast Florida when they first encounter the warm waters of the Gulf Stream (Kessel et al. 2014). Biotelemetry data at the core study site, along with diver reports, demonstrated that lemon sharks aggregated in high densities at known locations and predictable times during the winter months, potentially making them vulnerable to overexploitation.

Concurrently, a winter aggregation of juvenile lemon sharks was also discovered in the surf zone off the coast of Cape Canaveral during sampling efforts by researchers at the Kennedy Space
Fig. 1. Various stages of management of lemon shark fisheries and habitat in southeast Florida, USA. Pre-2010 map shows Bimini Biological Field Station (BBFS) acoustic biotelemetry array (circles) and Kennedy Space Center (KSC) array (triangles) and lemon shark essential fish habitat (EFH) boundary. Lemon sharks were subject to capture and harvest in all areas. Post-2010, harvest of lemon sharks is prohibited up to the State line (<3 nautical miles from shoreline (1 n.m. = 1.852 km); i.e., the line closest to shore). Post-2017 includes prohibition of harvest in State waters, an updated EFH boundary, and a new habitat area of particular concern (HAPC) connecting both aggregating sites (Jupiter and Cape Canaveral). HAPC and EFH shapefiles were obtained from NMFS (NMFS 2017) and plotted in ArcMap 10.5.1 (ESRI 2017). Base map obtained from ESRI, HERE, DeLorme, MapmyIndia ©OpenStreetMap contributors and the GIS user community.
Center, Florida, ~175 km north of Jupiter. Passive acoustic biotelemetry determined that the juveniles were using the area as a seasonal nursery during the winter months. The sharks made northward migrations during the spring as far as North Carolina and exhibited seasonal philopatry and seasonal fidelity to Cape Canaveral (Reyier et al. 2014).

Genetic samples obtained from both Jupiter and Cape Canaveral determined that even though lemon sharks have a wide, continuous distribution in the western Atlantic and are seemingly unimpeded by geophysical barriers, there is evidence of a fine-scale population structure across their range (Ashe et al. 2015).

**Biotelemetry informing state management**

Changes made to the USA federal shark management regulations in 2007 included a prohibition on fishing for sandbar sharks (*Carcharhinus plumbeus*), a highly sought-after species in the commercial fishery (Grubbs et al. 2007). The ban on sandbar shark fishing led to concerns from researchers and advocates that the commercial fishery would replace lost sandbar shark catches by increasing their targeting of lemon sharks. In 2009, the state agency (FWC) announced a review of their shark management policies. Scientists from the Bimini Biological Field Station and Stony Brook University contacted the FWC directly and submitted a report with preliminary biotelemetry and population genetic data that highlighted the spatiotemporal predictability of large aggregations of sharks along with their fine-scale genetic population structure (potentially increasing their vulnerability to over-exploitation). After researchers and FWC staff discussed these results and their implications, a proposal was made by FWC to add lemon sharks to the prohibited species list for Florida State waters. The proposal was then presented at several public meetings organized by FWC and was adopted due to a lack of major resistance and the strength of the scientific data provided (Fig. 2). In recognition of the increased vulnerability of lemon sharks to fisheries, the species was listed as a prohibited species in Florida State waters in March 2010 to both recreational and commercial harvesting (Figs. 1 and 2).

**Biotelemetry informing federal habitat management**

Habitat areas of particular concern (HAPC) are subsets of essential fish habitat (EFH) and are habitat types and/or geographic areas identified by NOAA as priorities for habitat conservation, management, and research (NMFS 2016). In 2015, policy makers at NMFS were proposing to amend the Florida EFH boundaries and implement a HAPC for lemon sharks. They reached out to the Bimini Biological Field Station research group and Stony Brook University to request the most recent research-related catch data and biotelemetry findings. To date, results from biotelemetry projects in Jupiter (including that detailed in Kessel et al. 2014) and Cape Canaveral (Reyier et al. 2014), in combination with results from the genetic study (Ashe et al. 2015), have been used to implement a HAPC between Jupiter and Cape Canaveral and update a subset of the EFH for the lemon shark (Fig. 1; Regional HAPC Report, May 2017).

**Why successful?**

Although the lemon shark aggregation research objectives were originally fundamental, independently planned, and minimally funded, the data were successfully incorporated into management. Research has shown that effective science communication increases the uptake of data by stakeholders (Roux et al. 2006; Eden 2011; Faizy et al. 2012). In this case, researchers and collaborators were proactive, understood fisheries management in Florida, and kept up to date with amendments and opportunities for public comments. Results were actively and openly shared with various audiences, including the FWC, local conservation advocacy groups (nongovernment organizations, NGOs), and the public through social media network. Although various scientific disciplines were used and considered, biotelemetry data provided a unique, spatial aspect to management discussions. Biotelemetry coupled with the various forms of communication all assisted with highlighting the increased vulnerability of lemon sharks during the aggregating season that may not have been obvious in the traditional NMFS annual shark quota surveys.

**Case study 2: Greenland halibut in Cumberland Sound**

The Canadian Arctic is a relatively pristine region where fisheries are undeveloped compared with temperate–tropical regions, providing opportunity for a cautious approach to fishery development with sustainability as the primary focus (MacNeil et al. 2010). Greenland halibut is a deepwater, circumpolar species that is harvested commercially throughout the northern Atlantic Ocean (Bowering and Nedreaas 2000). Prior to the 1980s, Canadian quotas for Greenland halibut were sold to foreign fishing vessels operating in offshore waters (Areas 0A and 0B; Fig. 3) that sold their harvest to processing facilities located in Greenland. With economic development initiatives in the Canadian North, these foreign quotas were gradually re-allocated, in part towards coastal indigenous communities in the southern Baffin Island region during the 1980s and 1990s (DFO 2006). This reallocation was intended to facilitate inshore fisheries that benefit the economies of local communities. The coastal community of Pangnirtung, Nunavut, began a fishery for Greenland halibut in 1987 and, after high interest from locals and several years of successful test quotas, a commercial quota of 500 tonnes was allocated in 1994, where it currently remains (Fig. 4; CSAS-SAR 2008).

Sustainable management of a species requires knowledge of the spatiotemporal structure of exploited stocks, yet little was known about the stock structure of Greenland halibut in this region; given Greenland halibut’s wide distribution and panmictic genetic pattern (Vis et al. 1997; Roy et al. 2014), efforts to determine stock structure and define movement patterns have typically been isolated to individual management areas. Mark-recapture work undertaken in the fjords of western Greenland suggested that fish occurring in deepwater coastal fjords were resident, sink populations that did not frequently mix with the adjacent offshore population in Baffin Bay and Davis Strait (Boje 2002; Boje et al. 2014) and are consequently managed as two independent inshore and offshore stocks (Nygaard 2015). In Baffin Bay, the presence of similar bathymetric features to the western Greenland fjords prompted similar mark-recapture work to determine if halibut exploited by the Pangnirtung fishery were also reproductively isolated or part of a larger offshore stock that is also commercially harvested in this region in NAFO OB (Fig. 3; Stephenson et al. 1997; Treble 2003). These mark-recapture tagging studies, conducted between 1994 and 2000, experienced low tag returns due to logistical challenges and low recapture rates, however, suggesting that fish tagged at the entrance of Cumberland Sound moved offshore as part of the offshore stock, while those tagged within the sound were resident, thus indicating the Pangnirtung fishery targeted a discreet stock of Greenland halibut within Cumberland Sound (Treble 2003). Based on these data, the Cumberland Sound Turbot Management Area (CSTMA) was created under scientific advice from the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) Scientific Council to create a separate quota that was only available to the community-based Greenland halibut fishery in Pangnirtung (NAFO 2004).

Greenland halibut catches in the Cumberland Sound management area declined through the 1990s and early 2000s due to increasing unpredictability of sea-ice conditions and the loss of fishery equipment due to a large storm in 1996 (Dennard et al. 2010), leading to efforts to expand the fishery. Long-line test fisheries were conducted during the open-water season in 2009–2010, and in 2011, Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) initiated annual
stock assessment surveys in Cumberland Sound in both the CSTMA and NAFO 0B. Similar to reports from previous tagging efforts (Stephenson et al. 1997), extremely low catch rates were encountered by both commercial and test fisheries within the CSTMA in the open-water period; however, catch rates in the region immediately south of the CSTMA, in NAFO 0B, were comparatively high. This discrepancy in seasonal Greenland halibut distribution relative to the CSTMA, in conjunction with Inuit Qajuqimajatuqangit (Inuit traditional knowledge) of seasonal animal movements within the sound, led to concerns from fishers and the Pangnirtung Hunters and Trappers Association (HTA) that the Greenland halibut stock exploited by the Pangnirtung fishery was
moving outside the boundaries of the CSTMA during the open-water season and thus vulnerable to capture in NAFO 0B offshore fisheries not considered in the CSTMA quota.

**Biotelemetry**

Considering the CSTMA was established based on a paucity of tag-recapture data and observations of Greenland halibut movement in other regions, fishery-independent data on Greenland halibut movement in Cumberland Sound were required to support evidence-based management. Specifically, managers wanted to know if Greenland halibut undertook a seasonal migration between the CSTMA and NAFO 0B sectors of Cumberland Sound. Questions and concerns regarding Greenland halibut movements were communicated by fishers to the Government of Nunavut (GN) and DFO. Based on previous and continuing collaborative efforts among organizations, the University of Windsor and OTN initiated a collaboration to address this issue. Given the remote location of the fishery, restricted access, and poor success of tag-recapture studies, acoustic biotelemetry was identified as the most promising tool to address the proposed research question in a timely manner. Preliminary work began in 2010, with a small array of receivers, limited tagged fish (n = 30), and extensive acoustic biotelemetry range testing. After successful preliminary trials, a larger array of acoustic receivers was deployed in July 2011, with moorings strategically placed to monitor fish within and outside the CSTMA. Greenland halibut were tagged in two phases, representing their suspected migratory pattern: within the NAFO 0B during the open water period and within the CSTMA during the ice-covered period in 2012.

Results indicated that while Greenland halibut exhibit variable behaviours, fish did indeed move in and out of the CSTMA be-

---

**Fig. 3.** Map of the study site within Cumberland Sound. Circles indicate the locations of individual acoustic receivers, where red identifies receivers located in the southern, deepwater environment; light red are receivers located in the deepwater area north of the Cumberland Sound Management Boundary (CSMB); blue are receivers located in the northern, shallow-water environment; and green are receivers forming a gate across a deepwater channel dividing the shallow and deepwater regions. The label next to each row of receivers indicates the names of those stations. The locations of fixed oceanographic moorings, range tests, and the CSMB established in 2004 are shown. Fish tagging locations are marked with X; yellow X are Greenland halibut tagged in August 2010 and 2011, and blue X is Greenland halibut tagged in April 2012. Inset (a) indicates the location of Cumberland Sound on the southeast side of Baffin Island, Nunavut, Canada. Inset (b) indicates fisheries and resource management boundaries in the region. The location of the CSMB in 2004 is designated with a thick dashed line within Cumberland Sound, and the relocated boundary (CSMB 2014) is shown by a thin dashed line connected to the Nunavut Settlement Area (NSA), a 12 nautical mile (22.2 km) offshore boundary reserved exclusively for indigenous fishing rights. Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) management Division 0B (Southern Cumberland Sound prior to 2014 and Davis Straight) are also indicated. (Figure reproduced with permission from Hussey et al. 2017.) [Colour online.]
between seasons in conjunction with changes in environmental variables such as sea ice extent and benthic dissolved oxygen concentration (Hussey et al. 2017); detection frequencies of fish were highest in the CSTMA during the ice-covered period, while fish moved south to deeper waters in Cumberland Sound, outside the CSTMA, during the open water season. Consequently, the community’s concern that fish move into NAFO 0B waters where they are vulnerable to commercial fishing was validated, and the location of the current management boundary did not effectively delineate the stock as was intended.
Biotelemetry informing management

Data obtained from the acoustic biotelemetry network on the seasonal movements of Greenland halibut were first reported to community members, commercial fisheries operators, and government staff at the annual GN Fisheries and Sealing Division meeting in April 2013. Following discussions at that meeting and recognition that the CSTMA may not accurately reflect the stock distribution as intended, study results and Inuit traditional knowledge from Pangnirtung fishers were presented to the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board (NWMB) at their meeting in July 2013. Because Nunavummiut fishers are co-managed by the NWMB and DFO, the NWMB recommended to the Minister of DFO that the CSTMA boundary be moved. As a result, the CSTMA was moved to the 12 nautical mile (1 n.m. = 1.852 km) boundary of the Nunavut Settlement Area outside of Cumberland Sound to prevent exploitation from the NAFO OB fisheries and allow the CSTMA quota to cover areas suitable for fishing during open water. (Fig. 3). However, this boundary movement was conditional on a multiyear study of Greenland halibut movement patterns in Cumberland Sound to determine if the pattern observed in the preliminary analysis was consistent across years. The acoustic biotelemetry and mark–recapture programs were extended from 2014 to 2016 to obtain additional data, and analyses are currently underway. Following presentation of the final peer-reviewed biotelemetry results, the boundary of the CSTMA will either be formalized at its current location or return to its original scope.

Why successful?

Through designing a study specifically to address an applied spatial question, biotelemetry data were successfully integrated into the management of the Cumberland Sound Greenland halibut fishery. The path to data integration, however, encountered setbacks that are important to highlight. The project benefited greatly from its collaborative nature, with investigators having varying degrees of history and ongoing interactions with the fishery and fishers. This diversity brought in various perspectives and a broad understanding of the history of the fishery and inter- and intraspecies interactions among the various stakeholders and user groups. Inuit traditional knowledge was integrated in the research planning from the outset; initial research plans were drafted by University of Windsor and DFO researchers and presented to the Pangnirtung HTA for guidance, discussion, and refinement. However, during the first full year of the biotelemetry study (August 2011 – August 2012), community members in Pangnirtung became concerned that the biotelemetry moorings were scaring ringed seals (Pusa hispida), which are a cultural and nutritional staple. During a community meeting in June 2012 (prior to the 2012 field season), community elders spoke of their concerns over seeing fewer seals caught and asked about the nature of the biotelemetry equipment. Despite efforts by the research team to demonstrate that the equipment should have minimal impact on marine mammal populations, the concerns of the community members were not allayed. Consequently, the biotelemetry program was cancelled after completing a pilot year in 2010 and 1 year of full data collection in 2011. All biotelemetry receivers were removed from Cumberland Sound in August and September 2012, the data were analysed and a report detailing the observed movements of Greenland halibut between seasons was provided to the Pangnirtung HTA. Subsequently, in the interest of developing a vessel-based open water fishery, the Pangnirtung HTA sent a request to the NWMB for the boundary of the CSTMA to be extended to include all of Cumberland Sound, as described above. Given the conditional move of the CSTMA boundary, the Pangnirtung HTA reached out to the biotelemetry research team and after discussing various methods for collecting the required data and presenting those options to the community during an open meeting in February 2014, the biotelemetry study resumed for 3 additional years (2014–2016) despite previous concerns about the impact on the ringed seals.

The relative fast pace in which biotelemetry data were used to influence management in Cumberland Sound reflects the fishery and the attitudes of its participants and broader stakeholders (GN and DFO) towards fisheries sustainability. It also relates to the clear movement patterns observed in these data, which were visually easy to present and interpret. Biotelemetry provided a powerful visual tool to engage and influence nonacademic stakeholders. It is important to note, however, that Inuit traditional knowledge suggested Greenland halibut moved within the Sound prior to the biotelemetry work. Inuit traditional knowledge is a central component in the co-management process and conservation of Arctic species under the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement, and the concerns expressed by residents of Pangnirtung over the potential movements of fish were a major factor leading to the investment in research to examine Greenland halibut movements (NWMB-NCRI 2013). At the outset of the biotelemetry study, Inuit traditional knowledge along with DFO fishery data (locations of fishers and catch per unit effort) were used to design the array of receivers. The scale of the open water test fishery was also of benefit as there was only one vessel actively fishing in the NAFO OB portion of the Sound that lost access when the boundary was conditionally moved. The overall effect of expanding the CSTMA therefore resulted in few negative impacts to the overall Greenland halibut fishing industry while simultaneously providing a positive outcome for the community of Pangnirtung.

Many of the coastal Arctic fisheries are still in the exploratory phase, providing the opportunity to develop inshore allocations in a precautionary and sustainable way. As access and interest increase for the resources available in the northern oceans, we are in a unique position to match development with scientific evidence to describe meaningful stock units and management boundaries. Part of the success in Cumberland Sound was a result of determining the movements of fish early on, before the movement of the management boundary affected many stakeholders, thus reducing conflict. As this is typically not the case in established fisheries, it is likely that change will typically take longer than was observed for the CSTMA; yet, this case study provides an optimistic outlook for the development and management of community fisheries throughout the Arctic.

Case study 3: biotelemetry in Fraser River salmon management

Pacific salmon (Onchorhynchus spp.) of the Fraser River in BC, Canada, are culturally, economically, and politically important. The watershed drains nearly a quarter of the province, and it is one of Canada’s largest rivers (Fig. 5). Hundreds of discreet salmon populations exist throughout. Salmon are an iconic species, symbolic of a healthy environment and thriving economy. Its management leads to regional conflicts among countries (salmon migrate through US waters), regulatory bodies, industry stakeholders, indigenous communities, and environmental groups. Sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) are the most commercially valuable species, though a major recreational fishery was recently established, and they are critical for First Nations food and ceremonial purposes. Considering the rapidly changing environmental conditions and fluctuating population levels management of the Fraser River, sockeye is arguably the most complex salmon in Canada (Cohen 2012; Hinch et al. 2012).

Tagging has been used in sockeye research in the Fraser River since transplantation experiments based on visual tag-recapture approaches during the 1920s and 1930s (Forester 1937; Ricker 1964). Electronic biotelemetry tagging of Fraser sockeye has been occurring since the 1970s (Fretwell 1989). The first large spatial-scale biotelemetry projects began in the 1990s through the lab of S. Hinch (The University of British Columbia) with the first utili-
zation of electromyogram biotelemetry in salmon (e.g., Hinch et al. 1996; Hinch and Bratty 2000), setting the stage for the physiologic approaches extensively used by OTN investigators (Fig. 6). In the early 2000s, the Pacific Ocean Shelf Tracking project installed acoustic receiver arrays along the west coast of North America while at the same time radio biotelemetry receivers were installed throughout the Fraser River watershed by the environmental consultant company LGL (Hinch et al. 2012). These receiver networks provided the first broad-scale network for tracking salmon in both marine and freshwater environments and were instrumental in setting the groundwork and locations for the OTN Pacific telemetric arrays (OTN took ownership in 2012 of some of the Pacific Ocean Shelf Tracking arrays after that project ended). Tracking information from this large network was used to estimate stock-specific run timing (English et al. 2005; Hinch et al. 2012) and migration survival rates (Cooke et al. 2004). Hinch and Cooke and their labs developed approaches for noninvasively assessing physiological measures (plasma, tissue, cellular, genomic) of tracked sockeye, which revolutionized understanding of mortality and behavioural mechanisms (reviewed in Cooke et al. 2012) — approaches that were core to OTN research (see Fig. 6 for time line of case study).

**Biotelemetry**

In the mid-1990s, a dramatic change in the migratory behaviour of late-run Fraser River sockeye salmon occurred, and this phenomenon has persisted to the present. For reasons unknown, large segments of all late-run populations began entering the river 3–6 weeks earlier than historical norms (Hinch et al. 2012). Alarmingly, early migrants experienced extremely high in-river and prespawn mortality, exceeding 90% in some years (Cooke et al. 2004). As a conservation measure, managers responded by reducing harvest on late runs despite their large ocean abundances and on some summer runs because of their now overlapping run timing. These lost fishing opportunities and lost future salmon production cost the fishing industry millions of dollars. Further, a small late-run population, Cultus Lake, was threatened with extinction (Hinch et al. 2012). Scientists and managers from academia, government, and nongovernment organizations across disciplines (e.g., fisheries biology, oceanography, physiology) met several times in the early 2000s to identify potential causal factors for the changed behaviour and high mortality of late-run sockeye (summarized in Cooke et al. 2004). Biotelemetry was chosen as a key approach for answering the unique suite of hypotheses (Hinch et al. 2012), and a multi-agency research program was launched to understand the causes of the problem (Cooke et al. 2004).

Starting in 2002 and continuing to the present, numerous radio- and acoustic-biotelemetry studies were conducted to assess migration behaviour and in-river survival of sockeye salmon from the Fraser River. Fish were tagged in the coastal waters along their migratory routes to assess timing of river entry, migration rates, and mortality. These studies confirmed extremely low survival rates in late-run sockeye that began the riverine phase of their migration early, while late-run sockeye that maintained historical entry timing were more likely to reach spawning grounds (English et al. 2005; Cooke et al. 2006a). Further research combined radio or acoustic biotelemetry with physiological and environmental sampling to address causal factors of the observed en-route mortality. Samples collected at tagging locations were used to assess reproductive status, available energy, and osmoregulatory state to investigate the physiological drivers of early entry and mortality (Cooke et al. 2008; Crossin et al. 2007). Early-entry migrants were physiologically unique, more advanced reproductive status, lower available energy, and less osmoregulatory preparedness for freshwater transition (Cooke et al. 2006a; Young et al. 2006; Crossin et al. 2009). Further, a unique transcriptional signal thought to be indicative of viral infection was associated with mortality in tagged fish, identified through transcriptional micro-array assays (Miller et al. 2011). Early migrants encountered temperatures that were 5–6 °C higher than their historical norms, often exceeding their metabolic scope, which, in combination with the above-mentioned physiological chal-
In recent years, the research focus shifted to the study of how high river temperatures, which were getting more commonly encountered by all Fraser salmon stocks, affected migration survival, particularly when faced with additional stressors such as release or escape from fishing gear. Laboratory experiments found that critical temperatures were stock-specific (e.g., Eliason et al. 2012).
et al. 2011), and tagging studies revealed that handling fish at these temperatures could be catastrophic with delayed mortality rates exceeding 90% in some situations (Martins et al. 2011). Donaldson et al. (2011) tagged and released sockeye captured in the growing Fraser River summer recreational fishery and found that delayed mortality could be as high as 50%. Raby et al. (2014) tagged and released coho salmon bycatch from in-river beach seine fisheries targeting pink (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) or sockeye salmon and found delayed mortality was 39% — a lower level than with other species or in-river fisheries, possibly owing to cooler fall temperatures.

**Biotlemetry informing management**

In the case of late-run sockeye, biotlemetry confirmed the early entry behaviour, better quantified mortality rates, and enabled researchers to generate associations between a suite of physiological and environmental factors and mortality (Hinch et al. 2012). The sheer number of highly invested groups in the sockeye salmon fishery creates an incredibly complex and bureaucratic environment where any regulatory changes are heavily scrutinized and slow to progress (Young et al. 2013); however, the physiological biotlemetry information enabled managers to better communicate to the different groups why curtailing the fishery was the appropriate conservation action. The growing understanding of links between stock-specific mortality and critical temperatures (reviewed in Patterson et al. 2016). Biotelemetry is an ideal tool to examine delayed mortality rate to 50%, thereby enabling enhanced fishing opportunities for other, more abundant co-migrating salmon species (Cook et al. 2018). Biotlemetry is an ideal tool to examine delayed mortality for nonretained fish, as it can track fish for longer periods than holding studies (e.g., net pens), which is the typical means for getting this data, but some managers and many stakeholders were skeptical of issues with tag burden, small sample sizes, handling effects, and distinguishing fisheries-related incidental mortality from natural mortality (Nguyen et al. 2013). In fact, Raby et al. (2014) found that most fishers they surveyed believed there was no effect on survival of capture–released coho salmon in their fisheries. This issue culminated in a year-long Canadian Science Advisory Secretariat process wherein all the delayed mortality estimates derived from all the Pacific salmon biotlemetry and related research were reviewed and a framework proposed for how managers are to use this type of science in their decision making (Nguyen et al. 2019; Patterson et al. 2017a, 2017b).

**Why successful?**

To address the barriers preventing knowledge uptake in the Pacific fisheries, annually since 2005, the team of primarily academic researchers involved in these studies began holding annual “Research Update and Workshop” symposia with stakeholders (e.g., Hinch and Gardner 2009), including First Nations, NGOs, recreational and commercial fishers, academics, and fisheries managers. The objectives were to present research results and receive feedback, encouraging recommendations for future research projects. This proactive framework facilitated the creation of a more positive relationship among researchers, First Nations groups, and stakeholders while simultaneously exposing stakeholders to the scientific process and barriers to data generation and interpretation. These interactions have created a norm and culture of knowledge exchange in the region and have led to more targeted meetings with fisheries managers and stakeholders to identify relevant research questions. Researchers credit this context to ensure data from biotlemetry studies during these update meetings as the most important factor in gaining the trust and knowledge uptake of stakeholders in the region. Another factor that contributed to success was that biotlemetry was coupled with other research tools and methods. For example, biotlemetry identified patterns (e.g., of timing or fate), while physiological biopsies and parallel lab experiments identified the mechanisms underlying those patterns (reviewed in Cooke et al. 2012). In that context, the findings from the biotlemetry research contributed to an overall burden of evidence. This is perhaps best exemplified in a paper by Farrell et al. (2008) where the researchers combined field biotlemetry data on survival across different thermal conditions with lab experimental data on how temperature affected organismal performance and survival and found strong concordance between the two data sets.

**Synthesis**

Fisheries management is complex, and approaches vary widely across different jurisdictions (e.g., state–province–territory versus federal) and based on numerous factors, including institutional norms, political climate, targeted species, number of fishing sectors involved, the size of fishery, and the number and engagement of user groups. Management organizations often strive for science-based policies, but barriers to incorporating new evidence, or evidence obtained from “new” technologies, exist (Young et al. 2016). Using the ON’s network of researchers and their experiences, we have explored some rarely published “behind the scenes” processes from cases where biotlemetry information has been successfully incorporated into fisheries management. Among our case studies, biotlemetry data have been used to prohibit the harvest of a species within a management zone, determine adaptive harvest rates, define essential fish habitat boundaries, redefine management zones, and reduce uncertainty in complex fisheries models to improve management of fish populations.

Though each research project is innately unique, certain characteristics shared among the case studies may contribute to the successful use of biotlemetry data in fisheries management decisions. We attempted to select parameters that we felt either hindered or contributed to the integration of biotlemetry knowledge. These parameters include the economic value of the fishery, the original research objectives, the type of biotlemetry data produced, the level and complexity of management involvement, and various forms of communication (Table 1).

Interestingly, there were few similarities (of parameters) among the three case studies (Table 1). Each case spanned a magnitude of economic value (from less than US$1 million (Florida) to CAN$100s of millions (BC)), varied in duration from several years to multiple decades, and demonstrated different amounts of collaboration and engagement with managers. Even the original objectives of the studies differed in where they were positioned along the fundamental–applied continuum, with Florida research initially being completely fundamental, while Cumberland Sound and BC cases could be considered more applied. Finally, the numbers of publications and technical reports varied considerably, with only
Table 1. Parameters (with approximated responses) used to discuss and compare the scale and complexities of the fisheries and that facilitated or inhibited successful incorporation of biotelemetry data into management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Florida</th>
<th>Cumberland Sound</th>
<th>British Columbia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic value of fishery</td>
<td>CAN$1 million</td>
<td>CAN$2 million</td>
<td>CAN$10s millions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead organization</td>
<td>Nongovernmental organization</td>
<td>Academic and government</td>
<td>Applied</td>
<td>Occasionally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original research objective</td>
<td>Applied</td>
<td>Applied</td>
<td>Applied</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisheries and habitat management</td>
<td>Planning fieldwork, analysis, write up</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time span</td>
<td>&lt;10 years</td>
<td>3 years + 3 years following conditional</td>
<td>&gt;40 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of peer-reviewed publications</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of peer-reviewed reports</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of technical reports</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of presentations to managers or stakeholders</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>&gt;500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of meetings with management</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>&gt;200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three documents produced related to the Florida project, to several hundred for the BC case. These vast differences in project structure, value and longevity, and published output highlight the importance of case-by-case science communication initiatives.

In each case, it was active and ongoing communication outside of peer-reviewed and traditional science communication and the visual evidence of fish movements, presence, or absence that were critical in engaging all parties with a vested interest. In Florida, direct and two-way communication with the managers enabled preliminary and peer-reviewed results to be considered in policy changes. In Cumberland Sound, because the initial concern that led to the biotelemetry project was brought forth by the community, it was critical to ensure local stakeholders and indigenous groups maintained their voice and that they were empowered throughout the research process. Co-production of the research agenda through meetings with stakeholders, managers, and the research team, along with a pilot tagging study, created a strong foundation for buy-in that biotelemetry was the appropriate tool to answer the research question despite challenges that occurred along the way. Over the time frame of the project, continued communication and presentations of updated results with the HTA, the broader community, fishermen, and relevant territorial organizations (NWMB, GN Fisheries and Sealing) were essential to overcome cultural questions over the impact of the technology used and to derive the final data needed to directly address management. Finally, in BC, the long and well-established history of communication among stakeholders — though often driven by conflict — was a platform that researchers could leverage to increase exposure to fisheries research in the region. Early, consistent, and repetitive exposure to findings from multiple projects indicating certain factors predictably influence mortality was integral to the integration of biotelemetry data into management. Fisheries managers were presented strong and repeatable estimates for en-route mortality of salmon as well as the physiological mechanisms associated with the phenomena leading not only to a more robust management approach based on scientifically informed environmental thresholds, but also a more collaborative and communicative research environment in the region.

Another commonality was the interdisciplinary nature of the research agendas and the research teams. For most of our examples, biotelemetry methods were not the single factor influencing management change, but rather paired with other biological sampling methods such as genomics, physiology, and oceanography. For example, in Florida, population genetic analysis complemented the migration data by determining the local population was discrete and isolated and therefore more vulnerable to over-exploitation. In Cumberland Sound, biotelemetry was introduced after several years of fisheries monitoring (locations of fishing effort and quantified catch per unit effort data), mark–recapture research, and Inuit traditional knowledge that identified issues of priority, and oceanographic data was key to explaining the potential drivers of seasonal movements of fish and factors impacting fishing (i.e., sea ice reduction). In BC, biotelemetry was used to field-validate previous laboratory work with regards to temperature tolerance levels and mortality rates. Furthermore, biotelemetry was coupled with physiological measurements, genomic information, and environmental data to offer a more holistic understanding of the observed behaviours and mortalities recorded using biotelemetry technology. The coupling of various techniques and the contribution of different disciplinary perspectives offered a more robust scientific knowledge of the various issues. Many fisheries management problems are inherently complex, so multiple disciplinary perspectives are essential for generating the synthetic understanding needed to inform management (Dick et al. 2016).

It also appeared that the type of information generated from biotelemetry played a role in its integration. In cases (Florida and Cumberland Sound) where biotelemetry informed the spatial dis-
tribution or delineation of areas in which species are present or absent, integration of such information was much more readily accepted. Similarly, the types of information about spatial distribution in the BC case study were those that were more readily incorporated (e.g., migratory timing) compared with mortality estimates incorporating multiple factors. With a well-designed study, the data are not easily refutable, as it offers visual evidence of presence-absence and movement of fish and increased the stakeholder buy-in. For example, visual fish tracks are extremely useful for conveying fish movement to stakeholders and various user groups, and there is generally no contesting the movement patterns or behavior observed.

Lessons learned

It has been touted that the co-production of the research agenda by user groups is critical to successful uptake of knowledge (Young et al. 2013; Meadow et al. 2015; Fazey et al. 2012; Clark et al. 2016), and we have demonstrated that this is true in certain cases, but not necessarily all. That is, co-production is useful but not an inherent requirement of mission-oriented research. In general, the complexity and sociopolitical and economic impact of the management change associated with the research will likely dictate the management buy-in and strength of evidence that is required (Nguyen et al. 2019). Here, these sociopolitical challenges are demonstrated succinctly by comparing the amount of engagement effort on part of the researchers with the size and complexity of the fishery surrounding the studied species. While advanced and scientifically informed management change was initiated by the biotelemetry research findings in Florida, less than 4% of the state fishery was even marginally affected, and public opinion likely played an appreciable role in the ease that management change was adopted. In Cumberland Sound, indigenous stewardship paired with the desire for increased economic opportunity resulted in a — relatively speaking — straightforward research question based around current management practices. However, even though the fishery in question is small and relatively new and the management change straightforward, co-production of the research agenda with Inuit residents was a necessity not only for stakeholder and indigenous group buy-in, but because community support for research is dictated by GN legislation. Here, ongoing indigenous group engagement was necessary, and additional demand for follow-up research through continued monitoring was a condition of the management change. Finally, Pacific salmon is one of the most researched fish assemblages in the world, with an incredibly complex management system to match. Unsurprisingly, management has benefitted from the prodigious research, especially the integration of biotelemetry science with management objectives, but this integration is highly nuanced and the direct translation of science information to management decisions is often cryptic to outside observers (Patterson et al. 2016). Institutional resistance in the management system, driven in part by high monetary value of the fishery and complex relationships among vested interest groups, has limited the amount of and speed at which new information can change management practices (Young et al. 2013). Indeed, it has taken major shifts in salmon survival to a point where the future of the fishery was in jeopardy for a push for more science on salmon migration biology; each successive political-based review spawned new biotelemetry research (e.g., Williams 2005; Cohen 2012). Unlike what has been observed in smaller and less complex fisheries, and despite efforts of many in science, management, and user groups, there remains a persistent criticism that scientific advice has been too slowly integrated into the management of Fraser River salmon fisheries (Cohen 2012).

Whether findings revealed during targeted applied research or stumbled across during theoretical studies, there is opportunity to engage with managers and other user groups to improve the science behind management practices. Thus, we believe maintaining positive and active relationships with relevant stakeholder groups, regardless of the direct applicability of the research, is the most important action research teams can take to ensure their data may be used to impart real change in management and conservatism. This is a common theme running through each case study and has recently been isolated as an important factor in research on trust and knowledge mobilization in fisheries management (reviewed in Nguyen et al. 2017; Alexopoulos and Buckley 2013; Young et al. 2016). Most importantly, willingness and motivation to embark on a path of continuous, honest, and transparent engagement among researchers and managers–stakeholders are key ingredients. Often, these engagements and collaborations take time and patience, which take away from other roles, responsibilities, and potential career advancements; however, building trust of not only the scientific techniques and equipment, but of the researchers, is important. Strategic networking to establish open communication and trust among relevant user groups can remove political and (or) bureaucratic barriers that would otherwise prevent user groups from engaging with biotelemetry research.

Information regarding the processes involved with successful knowledge mobilization is rarely documented in peer-reviewed literature; however, this information is incredibly valuable and of interest to many conservation scientists. As we have experienced while writing this piece, it is challenging to trace scientific evidence that contributed to management changes for complex management systems. Networks, such as OTN, provide forums for knowledge sharing on lessons learned and development of skills to engage in iterative and active communication. Greater investments and attention by networks, funding agencies, and other institutions to develop these skills are sorely needed to foster positive and active relationships that can impart real change in management and conservation.
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